Automated nomenclature of bronchial branches extracted from CT images and its application to biopsy path planning in virtual bronchoscopy.
We propose a novel anatomical labeling algorithm for bronchial branches extracted from CT images. This method utilizes multiple branching models for anatomical labeling. In the actual labeling process, the method selects the best candidate models at each branching point. Also a special labeling procedure is proposed for the right upper lobe. As an application of the automated nomenclature of bronchial branches, we utilized anatomical labeling results for assisting biopsy planning. When a user inputs a target point around suspicious regions on the display of a virtual bronchoscopy (VB) system, the path to the desired position is displayed as a sequence of anatomical names of branches. We applied the proposed method to 25 cases of CT images. The labeling accuracy was about 90%. Also the paths to desired positions were generated by using anatomical names in VB.